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appreciated as the same becomes better understood by 
reference to the following detailed description when con- 
sidered in connection with the accompanying d,rawings 
The invention described herein may be manufactured 
and used by or for the Government of the United States 
of America for governmental purposes without the pay- 
ment of any royalties thereon or therefor. 
This invention relates generally to a couch, and more 
particularly to a couch for supporting a living occupant 
being subjected to €arge acceleration or deceleration 
forces. 
It has been proposed heretofore to support a human 
body during airflight by various seating arrangements. 
One such prior art seating arrangement utiliues a padded 
or cushioned chair such as, for example, an airline pas- 
senger seat. The chair also may be unpadded as, for 
example, a bucket type seat often used in military aircraft., 
Another type of prior art seating arrangement includes a 
sling having a metal or web chair-like framework which 
may be covered by a resilient netting, web or strap mate- 
rial. The resilient netting, webs or straps, or any combi- 
nation thereof, may be made from any suitabIe material 
such as, for example, nylon, cotton, dacron, rayon and 
the like. These prior art seating arrangements provide 
posterior support as well as comfort .for persons reclining 
thereon, and have generally proven quite satisfactory for 
supporting aviators and passengers during flight in air- 
planes. However, these prior art seating arrangements 
provide little or no side or lateral support for the occu- 
pant. Consequently, when a large accelekative or decel- 
erative “G” force having a magnitude of about 3 or 4 is 
experienced by an aircraft occupant, as may occur in a 
power dive, pull out or a fast turn, the occupant tends to 
Mack out and becomes unconscious due to blood being 
drawn from the appendages. A shearing of the occupant’s 
vertebrae may also occur if the occupant is subjected to 
oscillations and buffeting at high “G” forces. 
Accordingly, it is an object of this invention to provide a 
new and improved much. 
Another object of the present invention is to provide 
a lightweight and rigid contour couch. 
A further object of the present invention is to provide 
a contour couch providing both lateral and posterior sup- 
port for an occupant thereof. 
A still further object of the invention is to provide a 
full body support for evenly distributing acceleration and 
deceleration forces over the body of an occupant. 
Another object of the present invention is to provide a 
couch having protective and operational accessories 10- 
cated thereon. 
Still another object of the present invention is to pro- 
vide a much for support of an occupant over a substan- 
tial portion of the occupant’s body and more efficient 
distribution of accelerative or decelerative “G” loads on 
the body of the occupant. 
The foregoing as well as other objects are accomplished 
in accordance with this invention by the provision of a 
rigid and lightweight couch contoured to the shape of the 
occupant in a manner to provide both lateral and posterior 
support for the full length of the occupant. 
A more complete understanding of the invention and 
many of the attendant advantages thereof will be readily 
wherein: 
FIG. 1 is axplan view of the supporting couch in ac- 
cordance with the invention; 
FIG. 2 is a sectional view of the couch of FIG. 1 taken 
on the line 2-& 
FIG. 3 is a side view illustrating the preferred angles 
10 used in supporting a human Occupant by %the couch of 
FIG. 1; and 
FIG. 4 illustrates an application of a contour couch 
having the angle configuration of FIG. 3 positioned in a 
space vehicle. 
Referring now to the drawings wherein like reference 
numerals designate identical or corresponding parts 
throughout the several views, and more particularly to 
FIG. 1 whereon the contour lounge, generally indicated 
by the reference numeral 11, is shown as consisting of a 
20 sheet 12 of lightweight and rigid material having grooves 
or indented surfaces 13 formed therein which correspond 
to the shape of the body to be subjected to the high “G” 
forces. The sheet 12 is made of material which can be 
subjected to forces of several “G‘s” in magnitude without 
25 deformation and fracture. A preferred material is Fiber- 
glas. The Fiberglas may be molded or shaped by any 
conventional method of working with this material. As 
more clearly shown in FIG. 2, the side walls of the grooves 
are made to extend high enough to give the occupant’s 
30 torso and appendages both lateral as well as posterior sup- 
port. A posterior layer 14 of shock absorbent materials 
such as, for example, honeycomb rigid plastics and honey- 
comb metals, such as aluminum honeycomb, may also be 
applied to sheet 12 t o  absorb shock forces which may be 
Generally, 
the honeycomb material absorbs shock forces by a process 
whereby tlie shock forces crush the cell structure of the 
honeycomb material. A preferred honeycomb rigid shock 
absorbent material is honeycombed Wberglas. 
FIG. 3 of the drawings illustrates the preferred levels 
at which different anatomical regions of a human occupant 
are supported when the major “G” forces are to be ap- 
plied in the direction indicated by the arrowhead 15. The 
use of the preferred angles provides comfort to the occu- 
45 pant and also insures the mamtenance of a good supply 
of blood in the heart region so that the brain can be ade- 
quately supplied with blood. Consequently, the occupant 
does not black out when subjected to high “G” forces as, 
5o for example, during critical “G” periods of space travel 
such as may occur at launching, reentry into the earth‘s 
atmosphere from outer space, and upon landing on the 
earth‘s surface. As shown in FIG. 3, the preferred angles 
are formed by the head support portion 16 of the lounge 
65 11 positioned so that the back support 17 is elevated form- 
ing an angle 18 in the range of 0 degrees to 20 degrees 
from the horizontal. The lower body regions are sup- 
ported by thigh support 19 which is elevated forming an 
angle 21. Angle 21 when added together with angle 18 
preferably forms an angle of about 90 degrees. The lower 
leg appendages and feet of the occupant are supported by 
leg support 22. The structure causes the knees of the 
occupant to bend preferably forming an angle 23 of about 
90 degrees between the thigh portions of the body and 
FIG. 4 more vividIy illustrates one present day applica- 
tion of the contour couch in a space capsule 24 wherein 
the high “G” forces sustained by the occupant will be in 
the direction indicated by arrowhead 15. Arrowhead 15 
indicates the direction of the “G” forces resulting from 
’O acceleration and deceleration forces caused by launching 
the mace vehicle from the earth, reentry from outer 
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space of the vehicle into earth’s atmosphere, and h- present invention are possible in the light of the above 
pact upon landing on the earth‘s surface. teachings. It is therefore to be undastood that wi 
If desired, complete immobilization of the occupant the scope of the appended claims the invention 
may be obtained by providing a restraining means or har- practiced otherwise than as specifically 
ness 25, as shown in FIG. 1, whereby the occupant is What is claimed as new and desired 
firmly positioned within the contour lounge. The harness Letters Patent of the United States is: 
S may be afiixed to the sheet 12 after molding or during 1. A couch comprising a sheet of lightweight, rigid ma. 
the molding operation. Any suitable harness system may terial having individualized recesses formed therein con- 
be used in the present invention such as, for example, the forming to the lateral and posterior contom of a specific 
strap systems currently used in aircraft for retaining crew 10 Pn?SeleCted living occupant, and a posterior layer of crush- 
members and passengers in their seats. Mesh blankets able cellular honeycomb hock absorbing material appf id  
and tunics may also be utilized. Any strong material to said sheet, said occupant, when positioned in said couch 
which is resilient and stretches suiilciently to absorb shook recesses, being substantially protected thereby from ph*., 
loads, yet is capable of recovering slowly its original cal injury during application through said couch of onmi- 
shape, may be used in the harness system. The material 18 directional high accelerative G f o r m  upon said occu- 
should also preferably be soft and pliable. It will be ap- pant. 
predated by those skilled in the art that a body immobi- 2. A couch aceording to claim 1 wherein the li 
lized in this manner may continue to operate fingertip weight, rigid material is Fiberglas. 
controls 26 provided in the support couch, while subjected 3. A couch according to claim 2 and h 
to omnidirectional high “6” forces. The controls 26 are e0 retaining the occupant in said couch. 
connected with a control box 27 by a wiring means 2 4. A couch wording to claim 3 and having fingertip 
and are capable of performing certain operations such as, control means capable of behg operated by said occupant. 
for example, guidance. 
The contour lounge may be used to support a body eferences Cited in the file of this uatent 
which is to be subjected to perpendicular, lateral or hori- 
zontal forces having a magnitude of from about 3 “6” 
to about 25 “6” of force. The acceleration or decelera- 
tion forces are absorbed over a Iarge area of the occu- 
pant’s body and it has been found that the human body 
is better adapted to absorb large “G” forces when sup- 
ported in this manner. 
The harness of the contour couch may also be pro- 
vided with a quick release mechanism for releasing the 
occupant from the strap system thereby allowing the occu- 
pant to leave the couch after landing on the earth‘s sur- 
face in a space vehicle. 
Obviously numerous modifications and variations of the 
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